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few months ago, when I was first put in charge of C032 Gamer, it seemed like the Commodore 
mess had been dragging on for an age and a half. Four months down the line, with time no longer on 
the Amlga's side, things are still dragging on, but an end could finally be in sight. At the CES in Las 
Vegas, where all the big-wigs of the industry (and us) amass for an almighty party, the rumour mill 
was running in overdrive concerning the future of the company. Apparently, a decision from the 
receiver was imminent, with a decision due at the end of January. Unfortunately, we've heard it all 

before, but the bids are firmly on the table now, and the end must be in sight. Whether the C032, or even the cur
rent Amiga range, are in the future plans of the company that grasps control of Commodore is yet to be seen, but 
rest-assured that, as soon as we know, you'll knowl 

For some bizarre reason, there's been a sudden increase in activity In the C032 market. Over the past few 
months, we've been averaging four or five reviews each issue, and that's set to continue with new releases from Flair, 
Core, Team 17, Gremlin and GameTek, amongst others. While it may be down to the mail-order shops to support a 
large sector of the C032 community, some software houses still realise that there's a market to be supported. Only 
by supporting quality product in return will the market have any hope of flourishing once more. Get ready to raid 
that piggy bankl 

o Mark Smith, Editor 

Note - Qulk Special Offer - We're currently experiencing difficulties regarding the cover-mounting of Qu/k on a spe
cial issue. However, we hope to resolve this minor problems shortly. In the meantime, those who have sent in 
money for the disks will be dealt with as quickly as possible, with disks being dispatched as soon as they become 
available. Thanks for bearing with usl 
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: CD instructi '-.., il 

WARNING THE CONTENTS OF YOUR CD ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS (now') 
MASTERING PROBLEMS MAY CAUSE SOME DEMOS TO BE OMITTED SEE CD FOR UP-TO - DATE INFO 

~ 
5 this issue seems to be heralding something of an '80s re\'ival we've 

... decided to give you OJ. demo of this excellent arcade puzzler. Fans of the 
a famous Boulderdash series will feel right at home as you try to clear 

screen after screen of ever more deviously arranged blocks. Okay so 
the graphics don't exactly push the AGA chipset, heck. they'd hardly 

push a Commodore 64, but it's gameplay above and beyond anything else. Still you 
may be a bit dubious with nothing but screenshots to go by but believe me - playa
bility shines through. Anyway. you don't have to take our word for it. ACG is proud 
to present a fully playable demo of Alamethera's sublimely addictive game . 

......... .................... .. ....................................... . 

I
t's been a funny old couple of years for our Nige. First he said he was 
leaving formula one once and for all when he headed off to America 
and the Indy Car circu it. He took the States by storm in his first season, 
winning the championship and taking all the glory. His second Indy sea
son by contrast was a troubled one. He was dogged by problems and 

bad feeling on and off the track and this was reflected in his performances. Come the 
end of the season he was released by the Newman-Haas team and returned home to 
England to fill the shoes of the late Ayrton Senna after his tragic death at Imola. Even 
then the million-a-race man couldn't escape the grip of controversy as many believed 
David Coultard, who'd done so well filling in for Senna up until then, should not have 
been sacrificed to make way for Mansell. Nevertheless it seemed certain that Mansell 
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would be signed to team up with Damon Hill for next season. After a court battle, 
Williams won the right to retain Coultard's contract and subsequently Signed him up 
as next season's number two leaving Nigel out in the cold and without a team. At the 
time of going to press his situation is still unresolved. 

Oh well. You can forget all that and remember why Nige first became famous with 
Nigel Mansell World Championship - an aU-action race-'em-up with not a contract or 
legal wrangle in sight. Strap in check out our demo of this high-octane racer which 
must go down as one of the best driving games on the C032. 
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C CD32 news \ • • 
FRONTIER BOOK ARRIVES 

[Yl
0u,ve played the game, now read the book! Many thousands of you 
dashed out to grab David Braben's epic space opera and you'll have Y no doubt played it to death, if that's possible. Still, due to the sheer 
magnitude of this collossus amongst games, I'm suer there's still a vast 
ammount to be discovered. Frontier junkies wi ll be over joyed to learn 

then. that Bruce Smith Books have a 128 page paperbook out, completely dedicated 
to the game. 

Written by Tony Dillon. the book is not simply a players guide, well, it is, but 
there's more to it than that. 

Not only will the book instantly appeal to veterans who know the game inside 
out (or think they know it inside out) but anyone who hasn't yet experienced the 
phenomenon that is Frontier will 500n be hunting a copy down. It begins with a run 
through of the basics. Where to start, which ship to choose, early strategies, plan
ning out your carreer in advance and it's all written in a user friendly so as to con
stantly generate interest rather than bore the reader to tears. Certain people should, 
at this point. take note - you know who you are! 

Profiles of many missions are given along with advice to guide you. W hat equip
ment is required, problems to look out for, that sort of thing. Later on there's tec
specs and descriptions of some of the ships you 're likely to encounter as well as 
those you can purchase yourself - invaluable when deciding which missions to take 
on. 

Basically, if you're into Frontier this is an essential purchase to help you get even 
more out of the game. A valuable read for experienced pilots and novices alike. It' ll 
certainly speed up your progress to the coverted ranking of elite. The only possible 
stumbling block is the rather steep £9.99 price tag. Considering it's only a paperback 

BULLFROG CROAKS 

mt seemed that just about everybody in the industry had a finger in the 
pie as far as the Amiga version of Theme Park was concered . Bullfrog 
did the development. Mindscape were the publishers, and the whole 
thing was overseen by Electronic Aru - producers of the original. 
Now twO of those companies are involved in a deal which was being 

strenuously denied only a few weeks ago. US based EA are to purchase Bullfrog 
who boasted profits of £3 .2 mill ion last year. The basic set-up at Bullfrog looks like 
remaining largely the same but with some expansion. With Bullfrog's track record 
of producing high quality, highly original titles (Theme Park, Populaous to name but 
two) and EA's massive marketing and financial muscle there should be some corking 
software to come. Whether further ventures into the Amiga and CDn markets are 
planned is still a bit up in the air. We await with baited breath. 
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this seems a little extortionate but even so, fans will find it a very enlightening and 
productive read. 

Give BSS a ring on 0923 89-4355 to fi nd out where you get hold of your copy and 
enjoy many more years of care-free travel and trading success. 

NEW GAMERS ON BOARD! 

In the ever changing world of video games there's no time to stand 
still, Dawdlers will soon be swallowed up and lost forever and for this 
reason we at CD32 Gamer are never content to rest on our laure ls. 
Our eagle eyed talent scouts are always on the alert to poach the top 
bods in the industry and recruit them to our elite team. This month 
we're pleased to welcome John Evans and David Hallett into the ACG 
posse, John is not only among the country's top gamesplayers (he was 
born with a joystick in his hand), but his powers of writing are oh so 
impressive too. While John will be spending most of his time with the 
Super Gamer crew, his foray into the land of CDl2 Gamer will 
become more obvious next issue as he's been putting together a 
wealth of tips and previews in his spare time (obviously, life on Super 
Gamer is far easier than that on this mag since we don't have any 
spare life - indeed, we live to write for CDl2 Gamer). 

David is one of those chaps that any Editor would gladly pay, 
although he's turned down a lucrative salary in Tescos for this non
paying position on Gamer, Apart from his rather nasty habit of cheer
ing on Mancheste r United on a Saturday aftemoon (not that he was 
born in Manchester, been to! Old Trafford or even ventured outside of 
Newton Abbot for that matter, but that's par for the course for a Red 
Devils fan really), he's a dam fine gamesplayer and is responsible for all 
the impressive screen shots in this issue. What a guy! 

SUBSCRIBE NOW! 
What with the hike in mortgage rates and Mark's ever increasing hair
gel bills (not to mention all those bacon sarnie s for breakfast from the 
local sandwich shop), and, more importantly. the need to increase the 
cover price, we'll need to increase the subs price in the next issue. 
But, since we're all rather nice (not to mention the fact that we want 
your cash), if you' re quick and subscribe within the next few weeks, 
you' ll be able to get a six-months sub for the regular price of £22. It's a 
steal! Any questions, call Karen on 02020 299900. 
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WHATEVER HAPPENED 
TO SPEEDBALL? 

[ I [he ultimate computer future sport is still Speedball 2 despite the fact it came out almost five 
years ago on the Amiga. EA's Mega Drive smashes. Mutant League Football and Hockey didn't 
really hit the mark with anything like the precision of that aging brawl-'em-up which remains a 
land-mark to this day. 

Now it 's funny, but it 
seems like months since we first heard 
about a fully enhanced C032 version on 
the way and guess what - it has been 
months! Unfortunately we're still waiting 
as Renegade continue to hammer out 
problems. As we understand it there's 
currently a problem with the sound
track. It runs fine on their development 
machines but as yet they're unable to 
get test pressings to work properly. So 
what can we expect from the CD ver-
sionl Well, fully redrawn graphics to 
take advantage of the vastly superior 
AGA palette, a completely new sound-
track complete with full in game com-
mentary and a host of new features and 
tweaks. 

But what's it all about. you may ask. 
Simple really. Two teams of nine line up 
in an arena with a goal at each end . When the whistle blows both sets of players attempt to score goals any
which way they can. There are no rules governing tackling or fouls (what are theyr), it's just a full-on free
for-all . In fact violence is positively encouraged as inflicting fatal injuries on opposing players gives consider
able points bonuses. Various collectables appear on the pitch to strengthen players, increase their maiming 
ability. Coins can be collected to soup up . 
the team between matches. In addition 
to the goals, there's various other meth
ods of point- scoring by bouncing the 
ball off different gadgets situated around 
the playing area. Two players can play 
head to head or you can go for the full 
management game in which you get to 
lead the worst team in Speedball history 
from the doldrums of division two to 
division one glory. There's a full transfer 
market which allows you to bring in the 
most ruthless players to crush all in their 
path. Believe me, these square jawed ani
mals would Martin Offiah standing in a 
puddle of hi own making in no time. 
Next month we' ll have a fun review of 
the steel-twisting, limb-breaking specta
cle especially for you. 

NB Screen-shot s shown are from regular Amiga ve rsion - expe ct improve ments! 
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Boo! Ha, bet that scared you! Okay, may be not, but, hey, 
the game ain't supposed to be scarey! 800'5 the latest in a 
long line o( decent games (rom the people at Microprose, 
so be upstanding (or their latest hero - Boo the ghostl 

111 
00, who looks very much like a ghost, lives in a house with his 

• friend - a retired stage magician. Everything's going very nicely 
thank you until, one fateful day. an invasion force from the far 

• end of the Milky Way arrives carrying an army of mutant cows 
1£ "'v the evil king Bully. Basically the K'''g and his herd have 
1 leir own planet of all the grass and ~o have come to our 

planet to eat all Oll : so happens that Boo's mansion is to be the starting 
point! Marvo the ' es his magic wand to Bully in the intro sequence leav-

ing it up to Boo to 'erse. 
Boo is an eight jaunt volving a lot of object manipulation. This 

allows the storyllnt ,S the , ne progresses - a sort of platform meets 
RPG. With a wealtl to co. -to puzzles to solve and levels to work 
through. though init. . ppear simplistic, soon platform fans wiU be 
engrossed . It does bect. ,ingl, harder the further you get. 'There certainly 
is a lot of depth to the gal 1ented the project manager. As well as 18 differ-
ent objects that Boo can pick 011 ~njpulate including magic mirrors, garlic bombs 
etc, aU of which have special uses, l...o will also come across various B movie char
acters like Frankenstein, Mummies Boy, Ractula, Wolf Kid and The Fish Kid from 
the Black Lagoon. He'll spot them as statues, then be able to assume the character 
for a ccrt::lin :amount of time by moving on top of them. The great thing here is that 
each of the characters has their own special repertoire of moves. Mummy can fire 
bandages, Ratcula can fly, Wolf can stick to walls. Each will help you progress past 
certain sections. 

Each of the eight levels has a large selection of monsters for Boo to fight against. 
They're well worth checking out as aU the animations and graphics were done by 
the famous Keith Stovel, creator of a lot of the early Dongermouse series. 

Boo has many frames of animation himself so he moves and glides around the 

screen smoothly. One of his special tricks is to frighten monsters away by scream
ing 'SOO' to any that dare get close to him - well worth a giggle. Unlike other 
games of its type, 800 does not go around fighting and chucking objects at the 
enemy but uses either his roaring scream or the clever use of objects. 

Another feawre Boo is proud of is that he can squeeze through tiny holes and 
cracks in the scenery. levels include kitchen. bedroom. hall and many other rooms 
from the Mansion but the most pleasing element is the clever and eye catching ani· 
mation of some of the objects. Almost Disneyesque at times 

An interesting looking game with plenty of ideas and gameplay to keep all the 
players happyl • DOF 

L--==! ...... _ __ 01.., .... _.I. •••••••••.. .•............. ... ••.•..•.....••••••.. ••• 
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C 
aming from an Italian team that first came 
to prominence with Nippon So(es on the 
standard Amiga which did remarkably well, 
this is a very stylized and interesting look
ing game. Graphically it's very accom
plished and conjures up a Lucas Arts feel 

with its cartoon style. hand painted and scanned backdrops. 
It's certainty a step forward for Core, not being their usual 

type of thing. TBRA encompasses the standard adventure 
interface of interaction with people and objects with loads of 
humour and wacky ideas. The comical theme runs right 
through the game. 

It's split into three sections or chapters, in each of which 
the participating characters have a primary objective forming 
the basis for his or her individual storyline. All the stories run 
differently but come together in the last section - an idea 
used to good effect in the previously mentioned Nippon Safes. 

looking at the visual side, the team have worked on a 
panoramic scroll so each themed section is about four 
screens in length. Sprite scaling has also been worked on so 
when you walk into the screen they will size themselves 
accordingly. Scrolling itself is very smooth to the point of 
pixel-perlect and really looks the part. 

The interface, point n' click, will allow the player to see 
the full screen and only by clicking the pad button will the 
inventory be displayed. The puzzles come in the form finding 
of objects and using multi-choice on-screen text to solve a 
particu lar problem. 

One of the main concerns for Core's project manager was 
that the Italian humour would not be appreciated by the rest 
of Europe but this has not proven to be a problem. In fact they're exceedingly 
pleased with both the massive game environment and the fine balance of story, 
graphics and interaction described by Core as 'Twin Peoks meets l ucas Arts'. 

The three characters you assume are Dino who's trying to find his way back to 
his ship, Doug who's after the famed Cazrus Crown and Donna who's desperate to 
cover up her dodgy past as a strip-tease artiste. 

Chapter one begins with a long animated intro sequence where you're intro
duced to the old guard, communist plotters and the three main characters. The 
game begins in earnest with Dino sitting on a crate at the pierhead in the port. 

TBRA is set in a hilariously alternative Russian republic and there'll be over 200 
locations to visit. Each location has its own theme, these blending seamlessly with 
one another as the character moves through the adventure. Then, of course, 
there's the numerous mind-bending puzzles, each of which may have several possi
ble solutions. There's over SO people with whom you can make contact as you 
move from the Kremlin to the Orient Express and elsewhere in the ever-changing 
scenario. 

Weird humour and the distinctive attributes of the different characters should 
make this one to look out for . • DDF 
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From out of the shadows the y came, carefully glancing 
about the m in case the enemy was at hand. Slowly, care
fully, they simultaneously reached into their overcoats, 
and pulled forth their latest game! Yes, Gremlin 
Interactive have re-entered the C032 market to bring us 
the latest in a long likne of beat-'em-uyps, Shadow Fighters. 

or many a month, Amiga C032 owners have had very little in 
the way of beat-em-up's to compare with the likes of SFII. 
Although this classic had cornered the market on nearly every 
other format. it's poor conversion on to the Amiga left a gaping 
hole that garners were begging to have fitled. 
With the recent release of Rise O(The Robots, Amiga C032 own

ers at last have a beat-ern-up that can compete with the best on any other console. 
Now the software giants are spoiling us~ The forthcoming release of Gremlin's 
Shadow Fighter looks set to prove equally as good. As promised last month we take 
a sneak look, in an exclusive preview, at the game that could be set to over· shadow 
all others. 

The plot behind the game is a little complicated , with some pretty unpronounce· 
able names, but I shall do my best to explain. Kioya is a seventeenth century samu· 
rai who is given great powers by Chronozon, keeper of the afterworld. At first 
these powers are a blessing to Kioya, who uses them to fulfill his dream of becom· 
ing a legend. Before long, though, this power goes to Kioya's head and he abuses his 
great fighting skills to kill off rival samurai's. As punishment, Chronozon puts a curse 
on him, preventing 
him from entering the 
after-life. Immortal 
and invincible Kioya 
walks the planet for 
thee hundred years. 
Finally his tortured 
soul can take no 
more. Offering a great 
prize, he gathers the 
worlds best fighters in 
a desperate attempt 
to find someone who 
can finally overcome 
the formidable 
Shadow Fighter. 

From playing the demo this game certainly promises lots of potential. With up to 
sixteen psycho's to choose from and at least twenty·five moves per character it 
soon becomes clear this game carries a hell of alot of punch. Whether you choose 
Siamdunk with his lethal basketball , or Electra and her sizzling touch, the wealth of 
characters and special moves in this game will keep you going for ages. Each charac· 
ter also has around 150 frames of animation to ensure the movement is smooth and 
varied. The fact that there is so many animated sequences, along with 80 on-screen 
colours, mean that, if nothing else, this game is sure to look good. 

This game also has some nice extra features to give it a bit of an edge in an ever 
more competitive field. The blood mode is one such feature. If you want added 
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realism, or if you're just a little morbid and twisted, you' re bound to appreciate this 
option. If you prefer not to see all the blood and gore then it can easily be turned 
off. Another feature this game has that many others don't is the useful training 
fight. Take on a rather strange looking puppet, in an attempt to hone those killer 
moves, before you enter the tournament. By the way, if you ever lose at this, it 's 
not a good idea to admit it. It won't impress your girlfriend none if she fi nds out 
you got your head kicked in by a one. legged doll. 

Shadow Fighter looks set to be a slick contender for the prize spot as the CD32's 
best beat-em-up. Although many of the moves appear to be similar to those already 
around, to be fair, there's also quite a few new ones. This and the impressive execu
t ion, smart graphics and countless characters all make this a game to look out for in 
the near future. Watch out Rise Of The Robots! Your challenge approaches. To see 
how the battle fares, watch this space fo r a full review soon . • MG 
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About yourself 
Name ______________________________ _ 

Address ____________________________ _ 

Age _____________ Sex 

Are you ..• 
D A student 
D Working 
D Unemployed 

How often do you buy ACGl 
D Every Issue 
D Whenever I can 
D Now and then 

Do you anticipate your interest in the COl2 
continuing? 

What other magazines do you read? 
o Amiga Format 
D Amiga Power 
[] TheOne 
O CUAmiga 
D Amiga Action 
D AmigaUse,. 
D Amiga Shopper 
D CVG 
o Edge 
o Games World - The Magaz:ine 
[] Other ____________________________ _ 

How often do you purchase games? 
[] Once a week 
D Once a month 
D Once every three months 

Do you own an MPeg unit (for playing movie.)? 
Are you interested in one? 

Are you interested in tuming your CDll into a 
computer? Do you already own an SX 11 

Do you own another CD12 joypad? Would you 
be interested in purchasing one? 

Do you own a Zappo CD 1200 drive? 

Do you own any other machines? If so, which 
one? 

Do you expect to purchase another machine in 
the next twelve months? If so which one? 

The Ma azine 
What do you think of the reviews in ACG? 
o Overrated 
o Underrated 
o Just right 

What do you think about the number of 
features in ACG? 
o Too many 
o Too few 
D Just right 

What would you like to see more of in the tips 
section? 
o Players guides 
D Solutions 
o Small tips 
o Other (please state) 

What do you think would improve of the 
coverdiscs. 
o More game demos 
o Older games 
o MorePD 
o Other (Please state) 

Would you be interested in a pay.per.play sys· 
tern which allows you to purchase games after 
sampling them on a cover·CD demo? 

How do you rate the magazine out often? 
(10 = wonderful, I = appalling)? 

Tell us how you think we could improve the 
magazine - go on, don't be shy. We won't take 
it to heart. honest! 

If I'm chosen, I would like the following game: 
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£8 
PHONE 081-660-4603 

ORDER FORM 
POST TO TECHHOOREAMS, PO BOK 874, PURlEV, SURREY. CR8 lYZ 

Harne ........•...... . ... . . .... . . ...... . . . . .... ... .. . . 
Signature of Guardian . .. . . .. . ............... . . . ... 'If uHDER'ui 

Address ........... . . ... •. . .... .. . . .. . .. • . . . . . ..... .. . . 

Post Code .. .... .. • • •• • ••• •.. .. Tel ....• ••• ••....• _ .••••• 
Game Choice ............... . ...... . ......••.• 
Game Enclosed .................. . ............ . 
Amount Enclosed ..... . ... . ..... .. .. . .. . . . .... . 

Cheques/ PO's made payable to TechnoDreams 

100 61115 
AVAllABU 
UCH DAY 

• All GAMES SENT RECORDED POST-

Telephone ,0'1204) •• 74'10 
P •• ,0'1204) •• 0952 

Latest Films on FMV 
Sex Model File (Glamour discs I '8 rated 
· needs FMV cort. for CD32 IBM edt MAC 

FMV on CD-60 lltles available 
• all need FMV decoder · for COO2 IBM COl MAC 

From £19.99 

From £14.99 
etc., on CD fo rmat · needs special decoder) 

SELECTION: 

Andrew Uoyd Webber· Blade. Jla,1n ~ Bon Jovl Keep Faith ~ 
~ Bryan AcIarn. Neighbours· Naked Gun 2.5 • Fatal Attraction· 

• Gtao.t • Hunt for Red OctobeY • Patriot Games • 
Ralden of the Lo.t Ark· Star Trek 6 • The Cure· The Untouchables • 

~ TIna Tul'ne .... RI0880Top Gun· Electric Nodel File l(rated 18) • 
• Sting-Ten Summoners Ta les· Ray Charles the Genius· 

• A Flab Called Wanda - Naked Gun 1 • Sliver· Victimised • Outlaw· 
• Beyond the Law • Bruce Lee-Nan the Myth • 

• Bruce Lee F'IghU Beck from the Grave· Electric FHe 2 (rated IS) • 
• Grave • Sarah Vauaan • John Coltrane· Lady Day-BlUle Holiday· 

~ Celebrating Blrd.(:harUe • Parker· Satcho--Louls Armstrong • 
• Bolshoi-Swan Lake • Bolshol-Nutcraker • Paverottl In Concert • 

• Rock I....egench 1 • Rock Legends 2 • Domng Klnde r.ley-Dlnosaur • 
- Darling Kindenley-Shark • Darling Klndenley-Elephant • 

• Supennan· Blue Note-Too Hot for M1V (rated 18)· 
• Daffy Duck and Friend •• Bup Bunny and Friends· Popeye • 

• Rod Jayne & Freddie Uvea On· Stage - Pin Up Girls (raled 18)· 
• Enjoying Sex (rated 18,..war Years-Europe In Flames· 

• War Years-Years of Victory· Cruh Wars· 
• Police In PursuitoGo Fishing Nes terelass • 

• Tom O 'Connors Funny Golf· Turkish Delight (rated 18)-
• History of the World Cup· Chris Tarrants C razy Movies • 

• Body Plan· Reque) Welch 10.t 10lbs -

Midioke 
-- We have hundreds of midi files auailable with lyrics to tum your PC 

Into a Karaoke machine - Please send stamped addressed enuelope 
together with formatted blank floppy disk for sampler and catalogue on 
disk. .. Prices start from as little as 60p per track. Lyric files also compati
ble with Amigo - different player program needed. All midi files are GM 

(general midi standard) and can be played on any GM device. 

- WANHD-
We buy good qualIty GM midi files - please send sample 

- WANHD-

Karaoke 
-- We haue hundreds of karaoke discs compatible with CD1V and CD32 

please ring for list of tracks · all these tracks are used by 
professional karaoke operators and will play on any graphic CD player. 

Discs prices s tart from as little as £12.99 

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER ON 
,0204) 3874'10 

OR COMPLETE THE ORDER FORM AND POST IT 
OR FASTER STILL, FAX ON 

,0204) 380952 
ORDER FORM 

I enclose a cheque for the amount of £ 
made payable to:- MMM Ltd 
-or debit my Access/Visa card no:-
Expiry date: ~ __ Signature: ____________ _ 
Please print your name and address in block capitals 

NAME.~-----------------------------------
ADDR~ ________________________________ _ 

POST CODE _____ TELEPHONE NO ______________ _ 

I tOtl/frm lnal I am _ r 1M G9" of 18 ..,rI. -,--------,,-__ :--:-----:-___ -:-:-:-_-,-__ 
(To be .Igned If ord,rl1\S' 1&. prodOCf •. J /111 on offenN fO pon:hllM" by or IrK pef10ns under 1& yea .. ollIS""-. 

Post to:- MMM Ltd. 46 Bolton BL2 IDF. 

PlEASE MEHTlON AMIGA C032 GAMER WHEN AESf'OHDING TO AHY ADVERTISEMENT. 



ERE YOU PLEASED WITH THE MEDIA AND PUBLIC 
IMPACT UFO RECEIVED? 
Yes. It is a vary major product and the inter-net is always 
buzzing about more information regarding it. There is a 
real under current of enthusiasm about it. 

ARE THERE 2 UFO PROGRAMMES PLANNED - UFO 2 
AND TERROR FROM THE DEEPl 
Well Terror From The Deep is UFO 2. Terror from the Deep is the story of what 
really happens after we kill and destroy all the aliens on Mars. As a final death 
throw, the aliens re-awaken a hidden base on the Earth which comes back to 
life. They are underwater and have been on the Earth for about 60 million 
years, slowly building and developing themselves. The alien/enemy unknown 
have not bothered to develop a weapon for the fil'"St attack on the Earth but 
because they have been defeated by usfthe humans - Xcom. The base is re
awakened and it starts an attack on the land and under the sea on ships and 
ports all over the world. Xcom has to respond with new technologies and 
new ways of fighting the aliens! 

The enemies base and ship actually hit the Earth 60 million years ago, 
killed off the dinosaurs and the aliens through time have stirred but as yet 
not fully awakened. The Marie Celeste and other maritime disasters have 
been blamed on them but they have not had a full scale war until now. 
Another thing worth mentioning is, although it is a sequel, it is called 
XCOM which was the name selected from the States. 

APART FROM A DIFFERENT SCENARIO, HAS THE GAME 
DESIGN AND ENGINE BEEN DRASTICALLY RE-WRITTEN? 
There are numerous enhancements to the game engine. The origi
nal product allowed somewhere in the region of 8 or 9 terrain 
types that you could find on the Earth - mountainous, cultivated, 
cities etc. We've now expanded that to 18 in the new game. 
There's also twice the diversity of areas so even if you go to the 
same place, like the battle, there is more difference in the type 
of terrain you have to fight over. 
Because the game is set underwater there are different depths 
you fight which will dictate in the colours and how far you can see 
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- a bit like the daylight effects in the original game but much more obvious. 
It all looks very cool and sleek. It's really smooth and the maps include planes 
that have been downed, ships in the ocean which aliens attack, fought mis
sions, Atlantis, a lot of stuff that plays on myths of undersea technology. We 
have sites around the world that are based on well known legends and we 
have lots and lots of things that we'll try to key into that. The idea that the 
aliens have been around for millions of years, gradually making little forays 
out to try to attack us and never being successful - now this is their time. 

We also have the aliens not only under water but 
they come onto the land in Terror From The 

Deep. They attack ports, islands and sur
face ships so you have two actual envi

ronments which means you have two 
different ways of playing the game. 

Underwater technology means 
you have things like torpedoes, 
dart rifles and harpoon guns 

The world IS a srange place at the 
best of times, but. In UFO II. It gets 
stranger still. More terrain. extra 
encounters and more aliens are 
the main emphaSIS In the game 

which are not very effective 
above water. They don't work 

the same way plus, instead of hav
ing flying suits, underwater you 

have power armour that allows you 
to move around freely but with protec

tion. On land the turbines that power that 
don't function. Land missions are therefore 

more sophisticated than the original game. We 
have tried to develop distinct strategies to accommodate different areas. 
The types of different terrains and maps are also much larger in the new 
game. The alien AI has been improved a lot. The aliens now don't wander 
randomly around the landscape, they are much more intelligent in their 
deployment. There's a lot more subtlety in the way they move. The aliens 
aren't dumb in this one. They wait in ambush, they attempt to utilise the 
scenery. We have also tried to make the scenery much more three dimen
sional, there are a lot of platforms in the air, in the ship, in the engine bays. 
They're all supported grids of walkways for the aliens to patrol. You enter 
the engines at the lowest possible point and the aliens are all above you in 
the superstructure. The original game didn't really feature that. It was very 
much buildings with floors, stairs and that was really it. It's more sophisticat
ed and three-dimensional. 

ONE OF THE MAIN CRITICISMS REGARDING THE ORIGINAL UFO WAS 
ITS JERKY SCROLLING. HAS THIS BEEN RECTIFIEDl 
The game engine has been changed from the original. There are numerous 
enhancements to it. One of the reasons that the scrolling is jerky is because 
there is a considerable amount of data processed when the screen moves. 
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It's not like a standard arcade game or standard strategy game because we 
have multiple, intelligent, independent moving units in the environment and 
each one of those has to be updated continually. Each character in the envi· 
ronment has 28 individual statistics that gov
ern how they behave. Even though the 
player only has access to a small 
amount, there are many, many more 

" We 
have tried to 

that determine its behaviour so 
there's a lot of processing required 
to update the screen at anyone 
time. Those sort of things haven't 
changed but the actual tactical 
environment is now different. We 
have extra graphical effects, a lot 

develop distinct 
strategies to accom

modate different 

more animations in the environment, 
bubbles, water effects, above ground effects. 

areas." 

Whenever you fire weaponry, unlike in the original 
where you had a small blast, bullet or missile fire, we now have vapour trails 
behind weapons under water and that sort of thing so the actual tactical 
areas are much more sophisticated looking. I can't say whether the scroll has 
been directly addressed, but we have not altered that particular part of the 
code except to enhance the features in the different environments. 

HOW MANY PEOPLE ARE ACTUALLY WORKING ON THE PROjECn 
At times it has gone up to 24 people all in-house. We are currently looking 
at an April release. 

WHAT'S BEEN THE HARDEST THING TO PUT TOGETHER IN THE 
SEQUEL - HAS IT BEEN GAMEPLAY OR HAYE YOU TRIED TO ENHANCE 
THE CHALLENGE OR ACTUALLY ENHANCE THE GRAPHICS? 
The biggest difficulty has been getting that balance just right. With a sequel 

~ '.'.~ 
.-: I',' .-. ' ~. , 
,.~ ~" -., ;. r<"~~ ,.~~~~ 
;~ - ~;;&-- " 
'~~,: 
~ ~--,~ -~ 
~ ......... ~ . ., . 

. I with all manner 
Having ~o de~ the pitfalls that 
of terram, ~n. II part and par
come with It, .15. a new sequel. 
cel of this eXCiting 

people expect the whole thing to be extended - they want more of the same 
and they want more difference as well. I guess the first thing we addressed on 
it was really doing a totally new scenario. A totally new environment that let 
you do neat new things. The original wasn't very expansive in terms of differ
ent environments, it was all surface based. There were very few trees, some 
cultivated areas, some desert areas and that was pretty much all the player 
saw. Anyone location in Terror From The De~ allows you to explore at least 
three different areas - graphically and tactically. Anyone site may generate 
out of the three independent zones of action. 

THE INTERFACE APPEARS TO BE MAINLY THE SAME .... 
The geoscape in the original mapped out significant land areas and in TFTD 
the geoscape maps out significant sea areas. There will be islands such as 
Midway. There are different islands that appear in the game. The land masses 
have ports on them so you don't need to explore the land in TFTD - you get 
to explore the seas. It's a totally new environment for the player. It's not as 
well defined for most people because most people don't really have a great 
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knowledge of the sea but it's actually massive in comparison with the land 
and offers a lot more scope for variety of terrain types. 

WHAT IS THE ROUGH SEQUENCE WHEN PUTTING A NEW GAME 
TOGETHER? 
We start with the design process, with getting the scenario approved. The 
gameworld that we wish to create is at the first stage of approval within the 
company. Initially it's all paper based. We generate documents somewhere 
in the region of a thousand pages for a design though this one is almost as big 
as a full design because there are so many new areas that we have to explore. 

Technology for this game has to be different, to feel different, look different 
and behave differently to the player, and that is one of the key areas that has 
changed. The player will have some familiarity with the equipment in the 
game, but by and large will be exploring totally new technologies. 

HAYE YOU ANY PERSONAL INTEREST IN UFOS? 
I guess because of the project I have had to get interested, looking through 
many copies of the Fortean Times and that sort of thing. Loads of wacky 
books about what mayor may not be happening formed the basis of the 
research. I suppose many people just think 'oh, you just come up with the 
idea for a game', well, that does not particularly generate real feeling. It's an 
earth based game - you have to make things look reasonably realistic. It's an 
actual map of the seabed. 

We have done a lot of video research and photographic research for the 
underwater environments to create very believable colourisations because 
underwater people have an idea of what it looks like. It took a lot of time 
developing colours that worked as well as possible to keep the player 
informed but generate the environment. 

YOU HAVE OBVIOUSLY TRIED TO MAKE THE PROGRAMME GLOBAL, 
DID YOU HAVE ANY INTERACTION BETWEEN THE STATES, GER
MANY, ETC.? 
The feedback we got from CompuServe, CIX, Internet, and everywhere else 
was verbal feedback from all the people that played the original game so we 
studied this to see what players wanted from a sequel and incorporated some 
of those ideas. In the original there is no close combat weaponry, you don't 
get to use anything that brings you up in the face of an alien. You can sit at 
the back of the map and pop away at them but in this one we have altered 
that and you can actually get some close quarters stuff. There are aliens in 
this game that will not respond to being blasted mindlessly from the other 
side of the map - you have to get in close. We have also addressed some of 
the requirements people had with presentation and information. We have 
made the databases and information screens more in depth as requested. 
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he year is 2062 and the Earth's a far cry from the way it was at the 
close of the 20th century. Man has made great advances in the field 

genetic engineering - a science now known as kryogenics. One 
practitioner of this sinister trade is the evil Moribund Kadaver, 

of kryogenics company Deadly Enforcement Aggressive 
Destruction Incorporated (appropriately known as DEAD Inc for 

T: 
Unbeknownst to the populace, DEAD Inc took over an old kryogenics plant in 

the futuristic metropolis of Cryo City. Unbeknownst. that is, until the fruits of Kadaver's 
experiments began to roam the streets. Hideous mutations known as Psykogenix drove 
the people of Cryo City from their homes, leaving the whole place at the mercy of 
Kadaver and his minions. 

When the Military Ascertainment Department (MAD) gOt wind of the disaster that 
had befallen Cryo City, they sent in a team of agents to assess the situation. Only one 
came back and even he didn't live for very much longer. However, before he died he 
described a fearsome Psyko Machine under construction (or 'being kreated' as the man
ual puts it) in the City, now called Monstro City for obvious reasons. 

Kadaver must be stopped and, in a last resort bid to save the city, MAD call on the 
Skeleton Krew to help them. The Krew are a group of three battle-hardened mercenar
ies who'll fight for whoever offers the most loot and are brought out of suspended ani
mation by MAD for the toughest fight of their lives. 

Joint is the muscleman of the posse. A hulking figure with a big gun and a bad ass 
(ahem) . His power, however, is offset by his relative slowness of movement. Rib is a 
much nippier character but lacks Joint's strength and power. Spine's the dude in the mid
dle with a bit of speed and a bit of power to match. 

Having selected your character (or characters in two player mode) you're taken 
straight into an isometric world brimming with nasties, both living and automated, who'd 
like nothing better than giving the Krew a sound drubbing. In look it's rather reminiscent 
of a futuristic Heimdoll 2 (also by Core), but that's where the similarity ends. It's pre
dominantly an arcade shoot-'em-up with a minor mapping element and hint of puzzling. 
For example, on some levels you need to destroy certain terminals in order to de-acti
vate forcefields which block your path. There's nothing that'll tax the brain too highly 
but it adds interest. There's some variety in the levels with each having a distinct objec
tive. Usually it's simply to find your way to the exit but occasionally you'll come across 
rooms full of nasties which need to be cleared out and big boss baddies appear from 
time to time to keep you on your toes. Not that you're likely to find the grass growing 
under your feet. Enemies appear by the truck load and rain shots down on you relent
lessly. Your only hope is to return fire in an equally generous manner. It's a good job 
there's power ups to collect. Once you've got some new weaponry, you can select 
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which you wish to use via the pad. Some are preferable, some are necessary - it's up to 
you to decide what works best, and where. 

The characters themselves have quite a nifty array of moves at their disposal. They 
can walk and turn as normal, but holding down fire starts a steady stream of laser bolts. 
Whilst firing, the character can move in any direction while continuing to fire in the 
same direction. This is particularly useful when backing away from a big group of 
mutants. Even cooler is their ability to swivel 360° at the hips while walking along to pro
vide all-round cover. 

One thing which hits you early on about Skeleton Krew is how 'consoley' it is. The 
graphics and blasting action wouldn't look far out of place on a SNES but don't let that 
put you off! Actually it's a pretty decent blast once you get into it. At first things seem a 
bit predictable and one dimensional but the non-stop action soon takes your mind off it. 
The controls are tricky to get to grips With. but again perseverance is the key. Once you 
get the hang of it. they offer considerable flexibility and learning all the tricks is vital as 
things begin to hot up. 

My only reservations lie in the lack of variety. Some parts require you to memorise 
the enemy's attack patterns but for the most part it's a case of walk. fire. walk and so on. 
The lack of a password facility adds to this frustration as there can be a lot of retreading 
old ground. It's then that you realise the one continue is a bit frugal to say the least. 
Fortunately the varied backdrops and guardians fuel the desire to see more. 

Another thing which can be an annoyance is the size of the sprites. Being quite bulky 
they make the play area a little cramped and it's often virtually impossible to avoid taking 
a hit. With the energy bar being pretty unclear it's hard to resist the temptation to sim
ply plough through regardless. However you soon realise this is going to get you 
nowhere, especially as baddies tend to appear on screen at the most inopportune 
moments. 

SK's not the sort of thing that'll have you glued to the screen for hours on end, simply 
because there's not enough variation. On the other hand, as a mindless blast there's not 
much wrong with it other than the niggles outlined above. none of which are all that 
serious anyway. They just get on your nerves occasionally. When you're in the mood 
you'll chuck this on for steam-releasing session and for that reason it's well worth con
sidering but if you like a bit of brainwork with you blasting I suggest you look elsewhere. 
Very good but just falls short of being great. • MG 
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"It's a pretty decent blast 
once you get into it. At first 
things seem a bit predictable 
and one dimensional but the 
non-stop action soon takes 
your mind off it." 
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hen games like Doom appear on that stalwart of 16-bit platforms, 
the Mega Drive, they're showered with publicity and praise. A 
wave of hype precedes them and ensures at least a modicum of 
success. Unfortunately, what with the high costs of developing con
sole titles, smaller companies with the know-how often don't have 
the financial dout to make an impression. This is just another 

example of why the good old Amiga hardware will continue to thrive. Relatively small 
developers such as Alternative are able to produce games on the far more wallet-friend
ly CD format that will compare favourably with their much touted console equivalents 
yet at a fraction of the cost, both in terms of production and RRP. 

As seems to be becoming the norm these days, Death Mask shrouds an essentially 
simple, straightforward idea with another of those convoluted and self-indulgent story
lines designed to confuse the reader before throwing him/her into the game at which 
point everything is forgotten. It's concerned with genetic engineering - a commonplace 
practice towards the dose of the 90th century. Unfortunately, as with most scientific 
breakthroughs, a lot mistakes and failed experiments occurr along the way. In 
trying to create new, useful and interesting species, many bizarre 
mutants also came into being and these were banished to live in 
corridors beneath the planet. Out of sight, out of mind, the 
wretched creatures became known as the rat people. 

In an ironic twist, the human population was wiped out 
in a nuclear explosion caused by the newly discovered, 
highly unstable element of mercurium. Due to their 
strange genetic structures, the rat people found them
selves to be impervious to the radiation and, with their 
creators all gone, they set about rebuilding society with 
their own kind. Th irty years on and an elite fighting force 
known as the Death Mask has been formed by the rat people 
to fight off various aliens intent on colonising the planet. Two 
agents of the Death Mask are brothers Seth and Masker. 

You and optional friend take control of the two mutants in their 
on-going quest to rid their world of the constant stream of alien trouble

makers. The game takes the form of 
a series of separate missions, each of 
which must be completed in order to 
move onto the next. A mission begins 
with a short briefing outlining the objec
tive. This might be to find a certain 
object. kill everything in sight, or simply 
find your way to the exit. You view the 
game world through the eyes of the 
character which can be a bit disorientat
ing so it's lucky there's an on screen 
direction indicator (N,S,E and W) and a 
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map which you can call up at any time. Th is shows not only your position, but enemies 
and mission objectives as well. What don't show up are spare ammo dips, first aid kits 
and weapon power-ups so it's always worth searching about. BloWing up canisters and 

crates can also prove a fruitful exercise. 
In two player mode, the screen is split down the middle and you can 
either work together or go off separately to trash as much of the 

joint as possible. If you do have a mate, however, it's far more 
satisfying to play the battle mode. This leads to both of you 

being dumped in an otherwise deserted maze with the sole 
aim of tracking down and killing the other character. Make 
sure you get to those special weapons first. 

Graphically the levels look a bit sparse and scenery can 
become a little samey. However, there's enough variety 
between levels to keep interest up and the further you 

progress the more impressive the enemies become. 
In game FX are acutely disappointing, consisting of the odd 

dodgy sampled 'Aargh' when you shoot someone and a few 
innocuous thumps and bumps, though some cooking tracks adorn 

the presentation sequences. Have your walkman handy and a good 
selection of tapes during play. 

At first, the controls seem rather fiddty and the map layouts confusing, not least 
due to the occasionally peculiar graphics. A bit of practice and regular use of the map 
soon get's you sorted though. and you'll be up and running. Obtaining special weapons is 
vital and adds a more strategic element to the game without detracting from the action. 

This sort of thing has appeared on a few formats in recent months. Doom and 
8ottJecorps on Mega Drive and Mega-CD respectively and the interior sections of Super 
NES Jurassic Park. This is the first time anything like it has appeared on the CD32. and a 
darn fine effort it is. Perhaps it lacks a little of the polish and sparkle of higher profile 
releases but it indudes all the required elements - two players. head to head etc. If 
you're after a shooter with a difference you could do far worse than investigate a copy 
of Death Mask. 

•• • • •• •• ••• •••• • • •••• •• • •• • •••••••••• •••• •••••• •• •••••• • ••• • • • • MG 
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"This is the first time anything 
like it has appeared on the 
CD32, and a darn fine effort it is. 
Perhaps it lacks a little of the pol
ish and sparkle of higher profile 
releases but it includes all the 

'--____ ---' required elements." 
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elcome to Defender Of The Crown II. 
The year is 1172 and, with the goodly King Richard off on 
the crusades the country is in the evil clutches of the vil
lainous Prince John. Word has reached England that 
Richard has been captured and is being held to ran
som a group of ruthless infidels and it's up to you 

and a small band of loyal subjects to raise the cash for his release. 
The first thing's to choose which of the available lords you want 

to play, each of whom have their own individual reputations which 
will affect how they' re treated by other characters during the game. 
They also have three distinct abilities which you should take note of 
as you plan your strategy. There's four to choose from in all. Cedric 
of Rotherwood is the best leader of men, a reasonable swordsmen but 
with limited jousting ability. Wilfred Of Ivanhoe's strength lies in his out
standing jousting ability and decent leadership qualities but his swordsman
ship lets him down. 

Geoffrey Longsword, as you might have guessed from his name, is well versed 
in the art of swordplay and also joust rather well but, being a bit of a loner, his leader
ship is somewhat lacking. Finally comes the wonderfully named Wolfric The Wild - a 
good old Anglo-Saxon name if ever there was one. Wolfric is okay in the joust but not 
too hot at anything else. It's important you should choose the right character and then 
persue an appropriate strategy through the game. 
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Your goal is to raise the grand total of 20 grand, a fair old figure in those days, to pay 
your share of the ransom. Only then will Richard be released and England freed from 
John's callous rule. 

So the the meat of the game - how to raise £20000 in medieval England. Since 
Barclay's won't lend it to you (swines), you have to fight for it. A number of courses are 

open to the player. but the first thing to do is recruit an army. In those days the 
country wasn't an entirely stable place. Many of the aristocracy kept 

their own personal armies and were very powerful men, threaten
ing even the monarchy. It's with these men that you must liaise 

battle and trade to raise the ransom money. 
To get a bit of money rolling in it's a good idea to occu

pyas much land as possible and this is done by moving 
your .. rmy into unoccupied territories shown on a map of 
England. Moving into territories owned by another aristo 
will result in being granted safe passage if you've entered 
into an alliance with that person, a fight if there's a garri
son stationned there, or occupation by your own troops 

if there's no protection. You can then build a castle to 
make the territory safer from attack. A good way of mak

ing a quick buck is to buy and sell land and, again, it's worth 
having a castle as this will considerably increase the value. 
A fun but risky way of gaining money and lands is to hold a 

jousting toumament. All landowners will be involved and you get to 
choose the stakes, be it land, money or simply fame. Should you choose 

land, you get to choose one of you territories to gamble and your opponent will nomi
nate one of his own with the winner taking all. If you'd rather jOust for cash you can 
decide on the stake, though this depends on your opponent. If he's in financial straights 
you won't be able to raise the prize money above his limit. The fame option is useful 
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when going up against an opponent with a higher jousting ability than 
your own. It's unwise in such a situation to risk land or money but 
with fame you have little to lose. The gains should not be underes· 
timated however. The higher your fame rating, the greater will be 
the morale of your army, as will the respect with which the other 
lords treat you . Calling a tournament is also a good way of taking 
land from allied lords without breaking the allegiance. 

If your swordsmanship's up to it. why not try a sneaky raid on an 
opponents castle~ Defeat the casde guards in a series of swordfights 
to gain access to the castle's coffers then make off with the proceeds. 
The rewards will vary considerably from castle to castle so it's a calculat· 
ed risk. It's also the only way to break an alliance. Obviously if a lord thought 
you were in cahoots, he won't take too kindly to you making off with his loot. 

When attacking an enemy castle, you'll need to buy a catapult. You're then taken to a 
screen where you get to bombard the walls with rocks until they crumble. Then lob a 
few bombs through the hole before sending you trOOps in for a scrap. If you want. you 
can even ask Robin Hood for some help. He'll be more than happy to supply a few extra 
men for the attack. But not too often, mind. 

Presentation throughout is excellent. The many screens are beautifully drawn and 
really evoke the romantic ideal of the period, as do the atmospheric sound effects. Just 
listen to the horns at the joust. Sadly the game itself isn't anywhere near involved enough. 
The catapult section becomes a mere formality once you work out how to do it and, 
becomes an unavoidable chore. Fighting is simply a matter of watching two numbers 
diminish until one or the other is declared the winner. After a scuffle, new troops must 
be recruited from a pool of available men but there's nowhere near the involvement of, 
say, Populous. It's a shame as this was a promising idea but only real enthusiasts of the 
period wilt get anything out of this. Most players will quickly tire of the shallowness and 
lack of freedom. A shame really, as it's one of the prettiest game I've seen in quite some 
time . • MG 
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excellent. The many screens 
are beautifully drawn and 
really evoke the romantic 
ideal of the period ... " 
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hen Flink was first thrust in front of me, a feeling of dread filled my 
soul at the thought of reviewing yet another pladormlarcade 

adve'1tu,regame. I have to admit, though, my fears were quickly laid 
rest as I soon found myself hooked and the hours were whisding 

Flink is the latest release from Psygnosis and, 
in a games do,min.,ted by some pretty dull platforms, man-
ages to buck the trend and is actually quite good fun. 

You take the role of Flink. a wizard apprentice, with the 
unenviable task of freeing the island of lmagica. The four 
rulers of this peaceful and pleasant land have been cap
tured by the wicked Wrainwright. an evil wizard. Having 
then turned them into crystals, it is your task to search 
the length and breadth of the land in an attempt to find 
them. Once you reunite them all, the gates to the evil 
wizard's lair will open and you must then defeat the 
Wizard face-to-face and restore tranquillity to this once 
happy land. 

So with the scene set it's straight into the game, which is 
essentially a cute looking platform adventure. You. as the hero, 
must fight your way through a number of progressively difficult levels. 
with the ultimate goal of defeating the wicked Wrainwright. This is no easy task, 
though. and not only requires some rather deft control of the joypad. it also demands a 
bit of flexing of the old grey matter upstairs. As you go it is essential to pick up some 
magic ingredients as our little friend Flink has to cast many a spell if he is to succeed. 
These ingredients are usually found in the treasure chests that occasionally pop up. or 
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on the back of the peasants walking around. Unfortunately, however. being an apprentice 
wizard. Flink is a bit unsure about how to make the spells. Even with the help 

of some rather convenient scrolls dotted around the island, casting 
spells will require a fair bit of trial and error. As you can imagine 

this win probably use up a lot of your ingredients and this is 
where the clever bit comes in. Once you've completed a 

level you can return to it at any time thereafter. Although 
this means doing it again, it also means you can recollect all 
the ingredients on that level. Although this is a progressive 
platform you will, more than likely, have to go back and 
forth between levels. This is a great help when you find 
yourself having to cast a spell, but don't have the ingredi

ents. 
Flink has the ability, although it's more hit and miss than 

anything, to cast a whole host of spells. Each spell is useful 
when faced with a spe<:ific task - once you've found the right 

combination of ingredients, you'll be ready for almost anything. The 
spells range from the spirit bomb, which kills your enemies, through to 

the platform spell, which helps you get to those hard to reach places. If you ever 
find yourself in a position where you have to cast a spell to carry on, but don't have the 
ingredients, then the game has a useful leave level faci lity, which, as I mentioned earlier 
then enables you to return to a previous level. 

As you progress in the game you come across a whole hoard of bad guys trying to 
bring your rescue mission to an abrupt and ignominious end. Most of these can be easily 
disposed of with a quick jump on the head, but some are a bit more tricky. 

All the characters are colourful and well polished and move pretty smoothly. Flink in 
particular, with frame after frame of animation, looks very impressive. Unfortunately, 
though, the movement can be a bit jerky as our hero seems indifferent as to the speed 
he wants to go at. This little quirk can be a touch annoying as timing is important in this 
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game. Just when you think you've got it right Flink changes speed and you've had it. 
The CDn is capable of producing some fine graphics · just watch the intro on Tower 

Assault. This game incorporates this well to give it a real atmosphere and, together with 
the little jingle that you waltz along too, feels just like a summer jaunt in the park. This is 
what this game is really all about, it's a light.hearted and funny game that is supposed to 
amuse you , not annoy. 

Flink is an interesting addition to the growing list of platform games and has to be 
ranked as one of the better ones. The playabilty is excellent as it finds a happy medium 

between being easy enough to get into and keep going, but not so easy as to be dull. The 
game constantly throws up new challenges that have to be overcome, but there is noth
ing that is so difficult that it becomes frustrating. With a choice of three or five continues 
there is also a real chance that you can finish this game. 

It has to be said, though, that even though this is a very good and accomplished plat
form/arcade adventure. there are a lot of them around. This game does have some fresh 
features, such as the spells and the leave-level facility , but most of it has been seen before 
in one game or another. Kids will certainly love it though, and if this is what your looking 
for so will you. Theres nothing ground-breakingly new here, but is one of the better 
games of its kind. • JE 
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"Flink is an interesting addition 
to the growing list of platform 
games and has to be ranked as 
one of the better ones. The 
playabilty is excellent as it 
finds a happy medium .... " 
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first saw this around two years ago at which point Digital Illusions 
were working on it for 21st Century - a pairing which brought us 
Pinball Dreams, Fantasies and. very recently. Illusions. 
At the time the game looked like a cross between Loderunner, 
Lemmings and Impossible Mission; a fact that was readily admitted by 
the programmers, but offering more in the way of gameplay. 

At first glance the graphics don't appear to be up to much. but once you Start the 
fluid movement and repertoire of moves on the main character will soon impress, 
almost like a pint·sized version of the Flashback Sprite. 

The actual concept behind the game is 
simple with one objective in 

each level. though achiev· 
ing it is. as with 

Lemmings, rather 
more difficult 

(or frustrat
ingly annoy
ing if you're 
short on 
patience). 
The 

game offers 
ninety levels. 

each with a dif· 
ferent graphic set 

from Jungle and 
Egyptian to castles 

and more besides. Your 
mission on each of the eight

way scrolling levels is, as in Lemmings, to overcome a complex series of Puzzles 
with one prime goal - to save the little people trapped around the levels. 
Most are locked away so finding the keys to open the doors is an important 
task. You can pick up an assortment of objecu to help you progress but, as 
per usual, you can only carry three items at a time. Once you've freed a little 
person you must then guide him to safety - sounds even more like Lemmings. 

The really pleasing aspect is that this offers just as much in terms of gameplay 
but in a completely different style despite obvious similarities. Occasionally you 
have to pick up the little people and jump across springboards so they can either 
make it to the exit or help you out in some way. For instance, sometimes you'll come 
across an unreachable platform upon which resides a vital item. You can chuck a li ttle 
person up onto the platform. He'll then collect the object for you - very helpful. 
Sequential play is very important and this is probably the toughest aspect of the game to 
master. Deep thought and a lot of sussing out is required. Sometimes you'll find keys 
which only open certain doors, so jumping gaps and finding alternative routes is neces-
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sary. l uckily there's an on·screen radar/map to help you find your way around. It goes 
without saying that there's critters galore out to block your way and make things as 
tough as possible. They must be avoided as contact resulu in loss of all-important ener
gy, as does falling too far. 

There's also a part where you'll spot a prisoner 
who's gone a grey colour. Not only must 

he be rescued, but a pot of paint 
must be located to colour him 

up! 
For help you have all 

the engineers you can 
possibly free to build 
fantastic machinery and 
traps. 

The game boasu 
over 100 different ani
mated enemies, animat

ed backgrounds and ani-
mated short stories 

between levels. 
An arcade/puzzle game with 

clever ideas leaning towards a huge a 
platform game. In fact it's so big you may 

not know where to begin (level one might be good 
place - Miles). Personally I think this may be too hard for most, but it's an inventive 
progression on Lemmings and if you persist then enjoyment is assured. • DDF 
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" It's an inventive pro
gression on Lemmings 
and if you persist then 
enjoyment is assured. " 
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elying totally on gameplay and cutesy appeal, Codemasters pro
grammes are full of fun , and Dizzy is one of their most famous stars . 
Here we see the egg-shaped oval character in a compilation of his 
best adventures. 
If you've never played a Dizzy adventure then the chances are you 've 
never owned a Spectrum. That's right - the adventuring ovulation 

first made his name some years ago on the good old 8-bits of yaw. Such was his success 
that he single-handedly put Codemasters on the map. They've since gone on to bigger 
things, most notably the Micro Machines games which really established them as a force 
in the far more cut-throat console market. It mustn't be forgotten however, that dear 
01' Diz has wormed his way across console formats as well. Okay, so it's not what you'd 
call a masterpiece of programming. In fact, apart from prettier graphics there's no differ-
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ence whauoever between the 16-bit and 8-bit versions which, incidentaly, retailed at the 
grand price of £2.99. So what makes the games so speciaU It really is hard to put your 
finger on. They're mightily simplistic. which might Just have something to do with it. 
Puzzle based, they revolve around wandering round a landscape collecting objects and 
dropping them in the appropriate places to solve various problems. Storylines are always 
the classic fairy story fodder. Girlie gets kidnapped by evil wizard etc and inevitably it's 
Dizzy's girlie who's involved. Maybe this is why we find them so compelling. Just for once 
to get away from marauding aliens spewing laser death all over the place. 

All the games in the pack are actually converted from S-bit originals apart from 
Fontastic Dizzy which was originally written for the Mega Drive. Funnily enough this is the 
only one which actually scrolls. It even utilises such nifty effects as parallax backdrops -
unheard of in traditional Dizzy outings. The other five employ good, old fashioned flick 
screen as you move around Dizzy's colourful land. The full range of titles on offer are as 
follows. 

Treosure Island Dizzy was the second adventure for the intrepid ovoid but as the origi
nal doesn't appear in the pack this seems as good a place as any to start. The original 
was annoying in that you could only carry one object at a time, meaning lots of trudging 
back and forth. TID rectifies this with an inventory system allowing up to three items to 
be held, but with it a new problem arises. When you pick up an object it 's automatically 
placed in the left inventory window. Any items already held are shunted to the right so if 
there happens to be something in the right inventory window it's automatically dropped. 
This is a problem when underwater as you need to have the snorkel. When collecting 
something it's very easy to accidently drop the snorkel at which point you drown. 

The follow up, Prince of the Yolkfolk, soru th is out with an inventory in which you can 
highlight the object to be used/dropped. This remains probably the most playable of the 
series though some claim it's a wee bit easy. When it's part of a pack like this though, 
you can't really complain, can you! 

Spellbound and Magic/and follow, offering more of the same. With POTY having ironed 
out most of the creases from the early games. these two concentrate on being basically 
just a new set of puzzles. The next real advance is Crystall(jngdom. This was the first 
Dizzy game to actually be written with fuJi price release in mind and is considerably larg
er than any of its predecessors. It's actually four games in one. Each must be completed 
in order. A password is given at the end of each to enable access to the next. 
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And finally comes Fantastic Dizzy. Easily the most technically accomplished of the six 
games but perhaps not quite possessing the charm due to iu Mega Drive roou. 

This is a package I would heartily recommend to anyone. Call me a big old softy if you 
like, but there's juSt something about Dizzy. Sound is no more than a few peeps and 
bleeps, the graphics are colourful, attractive and cartoony but never rise above the sim
plistic. What it's got is charm and and simple, child-like appeal. When you're in a stressed 
out mood you can sit down in front of any of the games on the CD and relax. It won't 
tax your reactions, it won't even tax your brain. well not much anyway. You can just sit 
and vegetate with it - a bit like an Aussie soap only with more character. Not to men
tion the fact that you're gening six games for under 15 quid (that's less 
than £2.50 each)! 

Okay, so gun-toting hardnuts with a yen for blood, severed 
limbs and radical soundtracks will probably turn green and 
chuck up all over their monitors. Anyone with even the 
remotest finer feelings though will find something here 
to add a little jollity to their lives. 

The gameplay may be nearer 1985 than 1995 but 
it's good, honest fun and I defy anyone to say other
wise. Buy it and tish to rendered intros, FMV and all 
the yawnsome snobbery that goes with it. • MG 
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"What it's got is charm and and 
simple, child-like appeal. When 
you're in a stressed out mood 
you can sit down in front of any 
of the games on the CD and 
relax." 

LEGDID BAS IT UlAT 
IlOOIWAW TIlE PIAATE. 

BllRlED HERE. STILL Gll<\RllS 
OVER HIS TIIEASURE. 
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I suppose DIZZy'S gomg to have to find something to give that big lunk so 
he'll get out of the way of that ladder, but what I wonder. Perhaps talking 
to him might provide a clue. Cor - what a revolutionary idea. I should do 
this for hVlng. Oh. I already do. Gumph! 
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Here's a nice, simple one to get you started. All you need 
to do is knock out the towers. They're only lightly defended 
and the sentry's machine gun fire does negligible damage. 
The chain gun is ample firepower for the job. If you feel like 
it. destroy the tents as there're a few goodies to be had. 

Another dead simple mission. Fly to the small dearing in the 
jungle and pick up the guy waving his arms then drop him at 
the landing to the left, next to the tree line. And that's that! 

There's two ways you can go about this. You could be sys
tematic - approach each site slowly, take out the defensive 
tanks from range then pick off the radar truck. 
Alternatively, if you're feeling up to it, you can try going in 
quick, letting loose with a salvo of hydras, then getting out 
as quickly as possible. It's risky but it saves time and remem
ber - time is fuel. 

There's a couple of nasty AA guns either side of the deten
tion building, which you should despatch with hydras or 
hellfires before shooting the building to release your man. 
Take him to the landing zone nearest the telegraph poles. 
There·s four of them and they can be seen on the map in 
the middle, slightly towards the right. 
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The depot is situated right in the middle of the map. The 
targets are as yet uncompleted and therefore unable to 
return fire. Unfortunately there're a few active units roam
ing about, so keep your ears open for enemy gunfire as they 
look identical to the targets. 

Exactly the same as mission three. Just remember that each 
radar is protected by two Sheridans. Make sure you get the 
radar. It's possible to blow the tow-truck and leave the 
radar intact. 
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The three buildings containing the commanders are quite 
close together, but do a thorough search of the area first. 
Several AA guns are lying in wait to shoot you down as you 
attempt to winch prisoners aboard. Hit the guns before 
going in! 

The warehouse containing the reactor is fairly central and 
towards the bottom. It's relatively lightly defended but 
always make your attack approaching from right to left. An 
AA gun is hidden in the building, and coming from this side 
allows you to take it out without the risk of hitting the 
reactor by accident. 

Taking out the cluster of towers is dead easy. Their only 
defence is a rifle-wielding guerilla in each. Just keep an eye 
out for the odd armoured car trundling about. as they can 
be hard to spot in the dark. 

Pick up the stranded Green Beret just to the left of where 
the watchtowers were, then fly up to the first big clearing 
directly north of the starting point. You can't land until 
you've taken out all the covering gunmen, so do so then 
drop the beret off. 

When approaching the pads make sure you have hydras 
armed. As soon as you see the red light on the rotor tips of 
the enemy Apache let rip. Try to keep your distance as they 
often attempt to ram into you. Once the chopper's 
destroyed switch to guns and blow up the landing 'H'. 
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These are included in the brief as two seperate missions, but 
there's no need to treat them as such. Towards the top. in 
the middle is a cluster of pits covered by bamboo bars. 
Three contain the scientist, the others contain POWs. 
Rather than trying to pick out the scientists first then getting 
the others, it's easier to get 'em as you see 'em. 

Start at the top and work your way down. Other than the 
odd armoured car there's not much in the way of hostile 
units other than snipers who are easily picked off. JU St be 
careful towards the bottom as you might unwittingly wind 
up killing the enemy commander, thus rendering the com
pletion of the mission impossible! 

A simple blast and catch. As usual. be careful not to blast 
the Commander when the building blows. Fire in short 
bursts until it goes up . 

....................................................................... 
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The city of Puloso has been overrun by the evil drug-lord 
and your first mission is to rescue the hostages he has 
taken. These can be found in three houses to the east of 
where you start. Only defended by some snipers and a jeep 
or two, these should be no problem. When you pick up the 
hostages take them back to the U.N. base just north of 
your starting position. 

Next you must go on to the drugs plants, blow them up and 
rescue any friendly scientists who've been forced to work 
here. The drug plants are just north of the U.N. base. Blow 
them up and then rescue the hostages inside. Watch out for 
the jeeps with missile launchers, though. These can take 
quite a lot out of your armour if you don't get them swiftly. 

Money! That all powerful thing. To finance his exploits the 
drug lord has three counterfeiting plants at the north-west 
corner of the map. These must be blown up and all the 
equipment inside destroyed . You will also find a few 
hostages to be rescued and, although, they are not part of 
the mission are useful as they give you some extra energy 
when you take them back. These plants are also protected 

by some missile launchers. but very little else. 

A piece of cake! Just south of the counterfeit plants you will 
find the power grid. I counted three soldiers as I blew these 
up so not too much of a challenge here. 
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Another easy one here! Go to the top of the north west 
corner and find the two big bUildings side-by-side. Destroy 
these and you'll see some armoured cars speeding away. 
Nothing of interest with this mission, just the occasional sol
dier and jeep. 

Now this one's a toughy. If the rest of the level has been a 
bit easy it's about to change. Head back down to the police 
station just north of your landing zone where you should 
land and get onto the police motorbike. Drive around and 
find the armoured vehicles then blow them up to get the 
detonators. If you scroll through your weapons you'll notice 
that the hellfires have been replaced with mines. The object 

is to drop these in front of the moving vehicles and you've got 'em. The motorbike is 
exceptionally difficult to drive and it is not made any easier by the fact that the 
armoured vehicles pack a pretty mean punch. If you can try to come up behind the 
vehicles, pass them, drop your mine and get out of the way. 

4 EXPLOSIVES 

If you manage to finish that mission then the rest of your life 
will seem easy. After the nightmare of the motorbike, you 
must now get back in your chopper and go and get some 
plastic explosives. When you destroy the building the plastic 
explosive will appear. Move in close and pick it up. You'll get 
little resistance here, but then the chances are you won't 
get this far anyway! 

Here you must land and drop your co-pilot off, so he can go 
and blow the building up. While he's inside you must keep 
the area clear of soldiers and then winch your co-pUot back 
to safety. 



• The first mission of this campaign is to rescue a downed 
pilot. Wild Bill. After taking off, head straight west and in 
the far corner you'll come to a prison camp. Blow up the 
buildings and some prisoners will be released. Pick up Wild 
Bill and five others. There's two big guns to watch out fOf, 

but very little else, bar a few snipers. 

Next stop is the enemy radar sites. These are basically 
three lorries at the bottom of the screen. Watch out for 
the guns again as they fire missiles that do a lot of damage. 
If you're careful it's possible to stay out of range and still be 
able to hit back with your cannon. Once you get rid of the 
guns the radars have no protection and can be killed off at 
leisure. 

After the radars it's on to the hoard of missiles. These are 
right next to the radars. but are a little bit more tricky to 
get as ther are heavily defended by a couple of tanks and 
lots of snipers. Try to stay on the outskirts of the com
pound and blow the buildings and missiles from there. This 
keeps you out of reach of the enemy guns. 
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,...--,..,----c---~ This one's not easy! The Soviet Specialist must be real 
important as he is defended by several Abrams tanks. Either 
knock these out fast or stay out of their way. If you do have 
to engage them, it's best to use a couple of your valuable 
hellfires 3S the cannon takes [00 long, The soviet is hiding in 
one of a clutch of houses on the west side of the map. 
When you destroy the house he'll run up a tower. Move 

close to pick him up. 

The specialist you've just captured will tell you the where
abouts of the six rocket launchers and they will appear on 
the map. These are scattered all around. Some are easy to 
destroy as they're poorly defended, but others are a lot 
harder. The thing to watch out for are more Abrams which 
seem to pop up everywhere, and some missile launchers. 

The power grid is located at the bottom of the map and is 
very well protected. Don't be fooled by the mission map 
which says It's only protected by one radar, this baby is 
heavily defended by five M I tanks. When you get close to 
the power lines switch to hellfires and go in fast with all 
guns blazing. You will inevitably take hits, but if you are fast 
enough you'll get them before they get you . Fortunately, if 

you blow up a few of [he surrounding houses, you'll find an armour repair and some 
extra fuel. 

~ . • 

... The evil drug-lord has built an underground fortress and 
this must be destroyed. At least six chambers must be 
found and all the weapons inside blown up. The locations of 
the chambers are unknown, but after completing all the 
other parts of the mission they will be revealed to you . The 
chambers are protected by helicopters on the outside, so 
use your hydras to kill them off quiCk. There are also 

snipers and jeeps inside. Be careful though, when you shoot the chambers up. Inside 
are some warheads which must be picked up. If you go in blasting at will you'll more 
than likely blow them up. 

As just mentioned, inside the underground chambers you 
will find some warheads. At least six must be collected and 
when this is done the campaign is complete. 



• Mission 55 ..... ............................ . 

his new area is very hilly and rocky. is covered with nasty anti·aircraft 
thingies and you have a much shorter runway than before ... with 
rocks at the end. This means you'd better have perfected your landing 
technique by now or you're dog food! 
You have to blow up a SPUDO rocket fuel dump which is tucked into 

a little valley, heavily defended by AA guns. The tactic here is to use an expendable 
aircraft such as the Strikemaster, Hawk or MB-339. Fly in and out rapidly, attacking 
the target before the two defending aircraft get you . Arm up with 500lb bombs for 
the dump and take Heltfires or TOW's to defend against the guns and SAM sites 
along the way. Be prepared to limp back to base with lots of red warning lights on 
this mission. There's no-where to crash land! 

• Mission 56 ........................... ...... . 
The local SPUDD commander is a bit of a yokel. and is very attached to his yellow 

tractor. As destroying enemy morale is a high priority. you have to blow it up. Stick 
with the Strikemaster. carrying SOOlb and 2501b bombs and get in and out as fast as 
possible. 

Use the 500lb bombs (or HertfireITOW) to suppress SAM and AA fire and drop 
the load of 250lb bombs on the tractor. 

The idea of destroying the favourite items/toys etc of enemy commanders is noth
ing new. Remember those shots of super accurate laser guided bombs they showed 
when the Gulf War startedr That was actually the building where a certain mad dic
tator's teddy bear was kept! 
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• Mission 57 ............. .. ........ ..... ...... . 
See what I mean, SPUDD have sent up 3 of their aces to have a go at you. The 

Strikemaster is still a good bet (besides that, Damian trashed all the good aircraft), 
just arm yourself with AMRAAM's and Sidewinders. pop up and get them. Two tips 
however. 

Stay above your base to avoid being forced low into AA and SAM fire. and watch 
out for the extra aircraft that SPUDO always manage to sneak into these missions. 

• Mission 58 ................................. . 
A difficult mission. Destroy an enemy train, which spends most of its time inside a 

tunnel. However, the tunnel comes out around the area where you destroyed the 
tractor. Using SOOlb bombs. blow away the track at the end of the tunnel and wait. 
The train will run off the rails and be destroyed. Before you take out the train how
ever. stock up with air to air missiles and shoot down the covering aircraft. 

• Mission 59 ........ .......... ...... .. ....... . 
Destroy four AA sites. Most of the sites left of your base will have been rebuilt by 

now. so fire AG M-6S's and Hellfires at them from your Strikemaster. 

• Mission 60 ................................. . 
You've got to nab a defecting SPUDD pilot from somewhat hostile terrain, includ

ing enemy air cover, so use the Strikemaster with AMMAM's or Sparrows to shoot 
down aircraft. Then hop over with the Huey, armed to the teeth with TOW missiles. 
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• Mission 61 ............ . 
Here's where a new tactic comes in handy. You have 

to destroy a bunch of missile launchers on top of a hill. 
Between you and the launchers are around twenty 
AAlSAM sites, and a couple of aircraft. So arm up a 
Hornet (or F-16) with Skyflash missiles and Soolb bombs, 
take off. shoot down the aircraft over your runway (try-
ing not to let them hit it) and keep at altitude. above the 
range of the guns, until you reach the target area. Once 
you are there. dive in, locate the target and destroy it 
before being shot to pieces. You can then gain height and 
wander leisurely back to base. 

• Mission 62 .......................... ....... . 
Sticking with the Hornet. the enemy HQ bunker needs flattening. Watch out for 

the decoy tanks. They will appear on your radar display as a target and are only there 
to distract you from the HQ. Durandals or a Phantom with 2000lb bombs will flatten 
the bUilding, that or a marker bomb just to the right of the building. If you've shot 
down the air cover, the B-52 will safely plaster the place with 2000lb bombs, usually 
taking out the decoy tanks as well. 

• Mission 63 .................. ............... . 
SPUDD forces have set up a radar control centre in the jungle,Your first mission 

in this sector is to remove it. Although at first this mission looks like a simple fly to 
altitude. drop in on the target and plaster it with 500 and 1000Ib bombs job, there 
are radar jammers all over the place, and they make finding the target a little tricky. 

The best way is usually to take up a 
Grippen or similar light jet (F-16, Viggen, 
whatever) with medium range missiles 
(AMRAAM's, Sparrows or Skyflash) and 
SOOlb Laser Guided Bombs. Fly at altitude 
until you are roughly over the target and 
dive bomb it using the lGBs to seek their 
way to the radar dome. If it 's foggy, the 
lGBs won't track. 50 just use normal 500lb 
bombs in this case. 

• Mission 64 
A very quick mission this, usually involv

ing lots ofzipping noises as you find all the hidden flak guns. Keep with your light jet, 
armed with duster bombs and sidewinders (there is an active enemy runway) and 
hug the ground to attack the ammo dump located in a deep valley protected by a 
SAM site and radar jammer. 

You might want to do a quick run with Hellfires and Sidewinders first to tem
porarily clear the area of nasties. A helicopter like the lynx is also a possibility for 
this mission. 
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• Mission 65 ...... ..... . 
This mission is highly important, and you might want 

to attempt it while completing the two previous mis
sions. Destroy Seven of the radar jammers. A Lynx with 
SOOlb bombs or Hydra rockets clears them up quite 
well. Or, if you' re feeling particularty wimpy, you could 
use a heavier helicopter or the Harrier. 

I • 

• Mission 66 ................ ................. . 
You are supposed to protect the convoy, but it's a con, and a good way of loosing 

a lot of aircraft. Take up a Mirage or Rafael with a bunch of bombs and blow it out of 
the water. 

• Mission 67 ........................ .......... . 
Radio SPUDD is a nuisance. It's hidden in a deep ravine and will require durandals, 

IOOOlb retard bombs or HARM missiles to hit accurately (or some rather cool dive 
bombing !). The A-4 Skyhawk is rather fun for this mission. Again, fly high until you get 
to the target, then duck in and destroy it. 

• Mission 68 ................................. .. 
All you have to destroy on this mission is the parked SPUDD bomber, which can 

be done with guns or light rockets . However, this is a good opportunity to take OUt 

the runway at the same time. Watch out though, as this mission is always foggy! 
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• Mission 69 ...... ....................... ... . 
Another dogfight. Take up a Rafael or similar fighter. As before, try and stay over 

your base, or slightly to the right (so the wrecks fall in the water, rather than over 
your runway). 

• Mission 70 ........... .............. .. ...... . 
Slightly difficult, this mission. Take up the Rafael again to clear the skies of fighters , 

then use the Wessex to rescue the agent from the Ravine. It's helpful if you have an 
ammo bonus to give the Wessex some guns as there's usually a radar jammer in the 
ravine which will probably have regenerated into a SAM site if you destroyed it earli
er! 

• Mission 71 
An enemy high level bomber is approaching the base. This (and all the other shoot 

down the bomber missions) is a job for the Mig-2S or F-15 which can climb to alti
tude quickly with long range missiles (Phoenix, AMRAAM or Skyflash). If you have 
Rocket boost bonuses so much the better. Take out the bomber's air cover first, 
then swing round and attack the bomber from the rear. It has forward launching 
short range missiles, which are nasty if you approach head-on! 

• Mission 72 ........ ............... .. ....... . 
A nice easy mission to end this sequence. Destroy the SPUDD command truck. 

Take up the A-6 with cluster bombs or lots of Sootb bombs. Fly in quickly, plaster the 
area with bombs and the truck will usually go boom. 

• Mission 73 ......................... .. ...... . 
This next sequence of missions is almost easy compared to the ones around it, so 

use it as a chance to build up points (and bonuses) by using the light aircraft. The first 
mission of the sequence requires a recon photo of a suspicious toy factory on the 
ice. Arm up the Hurricane with Soolb bombs fly over the target at low level, taking 
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out the SAM site next to it. Bomb the building while you are at it (saves you having to 
do it on mission 7S) . Fly back to tile sub before the enemy aircraft scramble. You can 
shoot down Rafaels with a Hurricane, but it usually involves swimming back! 

• Mission 74 
This is a pick.up mission which can be easy (if you use the Wessex and avoid get· 

ting bounced by the air coyer), or tricky but rewarding if you use the Spitfire with 
Sidewinders and can land in a really short space. 

• Mission 75 ...... .................. .......... 
Bomb the fake Santa's workshop. 

Take up the Zero with __ ---------_ 
500lb bombs or hell· 
fires and blow 
the living day· 
lights out of 
the SAM 
sites to 
the left 
of the 
map 
( you 
should 
haye blown 
up the work· 
shop a couple of 
missions ago). Once 
you have completed it, 
Congratulations, you have now 

• 

completed the easy half of Jetstrike con! 

• Mission 76 ............. .................. .. . 
For this mission simply drop off an agent past the enemy runway, in fog, with a few 

flak guns and SAM launchers trying to get you. The Dragonfly and a bundle of Hellfires 
works a treat for this mission. Do not. Repeat, Do Not, destroy the runway. you'll 
need it later. 

• Mission 77 ................................. . 
This is a straight combat air patrol. Arm up any of the jets with Sparrows (try the 

Super Sabre for fun !) and shoot them all down. 

• Mission 78 ................ ........... .... .. . 
A simple conYoy bust. Try the A·4 with TOW missiles (or SOOlb bombs), but 

watch out for their air coyer. 
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• Mission 79 
If you blew up the enemy runway a few missions ago, you're going to be feeling a 

little sheepish about it now. You have to pick up the preYiously dropped agent from 
the same runway. The Porter (armed with TOW) is fun, as are any of the World War 
One or Two aircraft. There is air coyer, but hey, you've got this far by cool flying, so 
why not take a couple of chances and try to grab a few extra points. (Because you'll 
end up as decorative snow. that's why!) 

• Mission 80 ................................. . 
One of the most important and tactical missions of the game. Rescue the CO's 

son's balloon from the top of the SPUDD oil rig. Take up a fighter armed with air to 
air missiles and Heavy Rockets. Shoot down the air patrol and flatten the oil rig with 
the rockets. Then change to the Wessex and recover the balloon by winch at low 
level. 

• Mission 81 
If you follow the tips for the previous mission, then all you need to do for this one 

is to take off and land. Go on - Use the Hang Glider! 
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• Mission 82 ................... .. ......... ... . 
Cunningly disguised as an igloo with a large gun sticking out of the side. a SPUDD 

artillery unit is preparing to fire on the HMS Scunthorpe. Blat it with the F·III and 
cruise missiles (using weapon follow for fun) . 

• Mission 83 ................................. . 
Now you can blow up the enemy runway! After you shoot down the incoming 

enemy aircraft. Use the F·III with Phoenix or AMRAAM's and 2000lb bombs. Easy! 

• Mission 84 ................................. . 
Professor Tento Wun has been shot down and captured. First you need to rescue 

his pilot from the water. a perfect mission for the Dragon (plus a c.ouple of TOW 
pods) or even the Goose if you are good at landing in tight spaces. You should be 
able to nab him before getting shot down by the air cover. 

• Mission 85 .. ............................... . 
Now you have to rescue the professor. Flatten the Building with lots of IOOOlb 

bombs from a Phantom. F.III, Mig-23 or whatever. taking out SAM's, Triple A and 
aircraft white you are at it, then use the Wessex to pick him up. 
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• Mission 86 ....... .. ........................ . 
A simple shoot down mission. Use any light jet with Sparrows. 

• Mission 87 ................. .. ............... . 
Wipe out the Potato Scouts around their camp fire by carpet bombing them from 

the F-I I I at altitude using 500lb bombs and following them to their impact point. 
This way you can judge the next bomb drop more accurately. and not get shot at by 
all the guns. 

-' . • 

• Mission 88 ................. ................ . 
Nasty. Fly through the big tunneL Sticks some guns on the Aero Jet and go for it. 

Alternatively, use the Goshawk or MB-339 with TOWs. Carefully line up and make 
sure you are straight before going into the tunnel. If you have any oscillation or are at 
the wrong angle, pull up straight away rather than risking correcting it in the tunnel. 
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• Mission 89 ......... . 
I :=I • t-. . - 4 • • I""': 

are a little easier, but you can't carry as many. 

A bit of train busting. You can do this mission 
the hard (but spectacular) way, by flying into the 
tunnel with a bunch of unguided rockets and 
blasting it to bits. or the easy way. which simply 
means carpet bombing the railway bridge to 
the left of the tunnel (from altitude of course). 
You then just wait for the train to run of( the 
rails. This also completes the next mission. 

• Mission 90 
Destroy the railway bridge. If you tried the 

hard method of completing the previous mission, 
carpet bomb it from altitude. If not, then take the 
Hang Glider up for a spin and get some serious bonus 
points! 

• Mission 91 ................... ... ..... .. . 
Simply knock out four SAM or AAA sites, there are plenty of them, and any 

Aircraft with Hellfires or TOW missiles will do . 

• Mission 92 
Grab the downed SPUDD pilot. Use a jet 

first to shoot down the enemy aircraft. then 
pick him up with the Wessex . 

• Mission 93 
Blow up the train inside the tunnel. The 

Harrier. Lynx or Apache work well on this 
mission. Use AGM·65's to take pot shots 
from the tunnel entrance to the left of the 
tunnel. 

• Mission 94 
Destroy the SPUDD base, built into the mountain, Using a Tornado or 

Eurofighter armed with 20001b bombs and AGM·6S's for SAM suppression, dive 
bomb the target. You might need a couple of goes at it. 

Watch out for regenerating SAM's and Flak Guns. Bunker busters or 2000lb LGBs 

AMIGA CD32 GAMER 5 

The more dramatic way of completing this mission 
is to take a Eurofighter with a 3000lb Bunker Buster 

on each wing through the tunnel below the base, 
dropping the bombs directly underneath it. This 
sometimes works, but the next mission is a save 
point, and you are going to have to do a lot of 
missions over ag.ain if you wallpaper the tunnel! 
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Ah, back to work following one of those awful 'busi
ness' trips is no fun, y'know. Nothing to do with jet

.~. 'I , ... ' •• ~. ;.~ 
.,'O' • ...oiI!c. ; .. "'. "'~ ~. ',::;, 

lag, or the fact that Las Vegas isn't a fun place to be. 
No, not at all, it's something to do with the horror of 
adding up all those credit-card slips. I mean, taxis are 
50000 expensive in Vegas, and, er. pressies for wife 
and kid aren't cheap either. Okay, I admit it, I got 
drunk and blew the lot on some dumb card game, but 
I had a plan. No, seriously, I thought, hey, if I lose, I'll 
just double the bet, and if I lose again, well, hell, I'll 
just double the dam bet again! There's no way I could 
lose. Ahem. Suffice to say, after the flippin' Yanks 

stole all my money, I won't be visiting the hallowed halls of Highbury for anoth
er decade or so. Mind you, with the pathetic cup performances of late, I'd only 
get more depressed. Hmm - care to 'bung' me a fiver, someone? We'll play 
some Blackjack, and if we lose, what the hell, we'll just double the bet .. . 

irstiy, thanks for a most excel
lent mag, and secondly could 
you please answer these few 
points? 

I Are there any cheats for the following 
games? 
Diggers - I've completed six stages but I 
can't get any further than that. 
UberatJon - I can't get anywhere. 
Oscar - I'm quite good but I still need 
help, 
Lamborghin; - I can get up to the division 
challenge, 

2 How many CD·ROM only games (if 
any) will be coming out in the near future? 

1 How many colours are on the CD32? 
Some mags say 16,7 million, others say 
16,8. 

4 Will you ever be giving away a cover 
CD with CD32 cheats on? It would be a 
good idea. 

S What's the best flight sim' around? 
Yours faithfully 
Lee Benson, Grimsby 

Nice bit of sucking up there. We do 
like that sort of thing. Well, on with 
the answers to your queries 

I I'll have to get onto the tips 
posse. Keep an eye out in future 
issues. 

2 As soon as we hear about 'em we 
preview 'em. As long as you read the 
appropriate pages of the magazine 
then you'll be just as clued up as we 
are. 

1 Anything up to five depending on 
how you look at it. The case is grey, 
there's that black bit on the CO lid, 
then there's the red and white in the 
C012 logo. However, many may 
argue that black and white are not 
colours but shades and, consequently, 
neither is grey a colour as it's an 
amalgamation of black and white. 

Then there's the problem of 
whether or not to count the green 

power light and the yellow accessing 
light! Anyway, whats a few thousand 
between friends? 

4 No! I suspect you're thinking of 
load-in cheats. These were popular in 
the world of disk and cassette-based 
software. The game could be loaded 
through the cheat program so as to 
activate whatever cheats the hacker 
had come up with. Unfortunately, 
raising the lid of the COll resets the 
machine, so any cheats would be 
erased before you got round to load
ing the game. Clear as mud, eh! 

S Gunship 2000 - no contest! 

appy New Year! I have bought 
your magazine since the very 
first issue and was pleased to 
see the special issue seven with 
its extra disc. I get your maga

zine through a regular newsagents order 
and asked them to get the special issue, 
The reply from the suppliers (WH Smith) 
was that they didn 't know what we were 
talking about. Fortunately, in the normal 
issue seven I was able to order the extra 
disc and not miss out. Maybe it would be 
better if you scrapped the special issue and 
just put a coupon in each issue so none of 
us miss out. What do you think? 
Here are some ideas for future issues. 

I More competitions (not 0891 phone 
competitions), 
2 More special offers, 
1 Prize for the best readers letter. 
4 Prize for the best readers tips, 
S Special offers where coupons have 
to be collected for so many issues. 
All the best for the New Year and keep 

up the good work! 
Allan Gill, Hull 

Happy New Year back atcha! I take 
your point about the specials, but 
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§ that's really for the benefit of sub-
~ scribers (hint, hint) but we'll contin

ue with the coupons so nobody need 
miss out. 

We'll certainly be trying to bring a 
few more compos in over the next 
few issues but as for prizes for letters 
- surely getting you name twixt 
these wondrous pages is reward 
enough? The tips idea on the other 
hand is rather a fine notion. Why not 
take some of the pressure off the 
overworked tips-types by sending 
your own hints and solutions and 
we'll send a game of their choice to 
the sender of the best each month. 
How about that, eh! 

s a CD32 owner I envy no-one 
but recently this suddenly 
changed. The reason was 

........ because in the days running up 
to Christmas all I could hear from fellow 
friends, companions and computer buffs 
was Sensible World of Soccer. With this in 
mind I visited my local computer shop 
where I was told by a salesman that the 
game was due for release on Monday 12th 
December on all Amiga formats. 

Subsequently, with this in mind, I practi· 
cally raided my local bank to obtain 
enough cash to cover any estimated cost 
of the game (i.e. about £35). 

Eventually Monday 12th December 
came and after a hard day at school I rang 
the same computer shop who told me 
that the game was still unavailable. Day 
after day during the week I repeated my 
actions until finally on the Friday all my 
hard work and persistence paid off. YES! 
The game that made football what it is 
today had arrived. Later that day I rushed 
to the computer shop in my Vauxhall 
Astra L and arrived with my pocket con
siderably weighed down with by 3S pound 
coins. Once in the shop I immediately 
went to the CD32 section where to my 
horror I couldn't see the games. I started 
to panic so I asked the same sales-person 
as before. The response he gave me was 
(and I quote) 'I 'm sorry it's only available 
3.5" disk at the current time'. i.e. A500, 
500+, 600 and 1200. I was so distraught 
that I can't describe how I felt, well actual· 
Iy there is ~ 0 **. I subsequently had 
to be restrained from hitting the guy. 

As soon as I got home I thought 'Ah hal 
I'll contact Renegade. They of all people 
will be able to shed some light onto this 
delicate matter.' 

When I phoned and enquired whether 

it had been released yet I was not aware 
that call was going to be useless. The 
response I was given was as follows -
'There are no foreseeable plans to release 
tha game on CD32 format.' 

It was like a pre· recording as if to say 
'You should have known that you DORK!' 

Frankly that was about as helpful to me 
as asking an OAP for directions (pathetic). 
Basically it seems so me that nobody gives 
a damn about CD32 addicts and admirers 
alike. Then, to rub salt into the wounds, 
several friends of mine who own Amiga 
600s had the nerve to ask me whether I'd 
like to play Sensible World of Soccer on the 
their computers. To be honest with you 
I'd rather relieve myself (go to the toilet) 
in an open field in view of a thousand peo
ple than hack the embarrassment of play· 
ing with the bottom of the range Amiga 
Owners (not that 600s are rubbish, but 
compared with CD32s HAHAHAHAHA, 
well self explanatory isn't it) . 

I haven't had a shave for a week now 
and the continuing publicity in almost all 
commy mags and some newspaper sec
tions is beginning to take its toll. I'm cur
rently putting suicide on hold for the 
minute so please. Please. Please could you 
answer this question. WHEN WILL SENSI· 
BlE WORLD OF SOCCER BE AVAILABLE 
FOR CD32 AND WHY IS NOT AVAIL· 
ABLE NOW? 
Christopher Karoo, Rossendale 

If you check out last months news 
section you'll find the answer to your 
question but, as I'm such a splendid 
chap, I'll give the edited highlights. 
Basically, with 26000 players and 
every professional league in the 
world to be catered for, the C032 
simply doesn't have enough RAM to 
save the game. Considering the main 
point of the game is the 20 season 
career option which would take sev
eral days to complete at one solid 
sitting, you can see the problem. 
There's a chance it'll appear if a solu
tion can be found but don't stake 
your trousers on it. 

P--. hanks for producing a great 
magazine and putting together 
such good coverdiscs. In refer· 
ence to issue seven's CD, I 
a way to make the Starship 

Enterprise jump out of your TV screen. 
Spooky! 

Find the demo NCC 170 I A in the PD 
Corner and you will see the Enterprise 

warping its way through hyperspace. Now 
rummage around in one of those that col
lects old bits and pieces until you find a 
pair of those Children In Need 3D glasses 
from a year back. Put them on the wrong 
way round so the dark lens is over the left 
eye and look at the demo, et voila - 3D! 
You can almost hear Mr Spock putting on 
his rubber ears. 
Joe Sparrow, Newcastle 

Are you sure? I put the demo on but 
couldn't find a pair of those ruddy 
glasses anywhere. Not that I believe 
you, mind. It sounds to me like a 
cheap trick to get your letter print
ed. Well, the jokes on you matey. 
I'm not going to print it after all. 
Whoops. Too late! Oh well. 

just wanted to tell your sub· 
scribers this: DON'T BUY the 
Communicator II (this is a box 
to link any Amiga to your 

CD32) from the creators Eureka (se ACG 
7 page I I) from the Netherlands. I have 
read a test of it in a Dutch magaZine 
named 'Amiga' and there are still an enor
mous amount of problems with it. for 
example: 

I The Communicator is too high for 
the CD32 and the screws at the bottom 
will ruin your table! 

2 The high transfer rate of maximum 
210000 baud is a real joke: The person 
who tested it could only give it a maxi
mum rate 19200 bitslsec to run properly. 

3 Troubles with the option view: No 
slideshows possible and if you choose a 
JPEG picture of I or 2 Mb the 
Communicator will tell you in no less than 
ten minutes later that the CD32 can't han· 
die this. 

4 If you load a CD such as Diggers 
which uses more than I Mb of pictures the 
loading time should be enough to clean up 
your room (that'S the exact translation 
from the magazine ·Amiga·). 

Also don 't buy the CD Photolite from 
Eureka to view your photo CDs on your 
CD32. I did and the program (which uses 
only I Mb on the CD) didn't even work. 
After of course putting a CD full of photos 
of me and my family which is also very 
expensive. 

I wrote a letter to Eureka and the only 
thing they could let me know was that 
they know about the problem and that 
there will be a new Photofite version 
(maybe they could call this one Photolite 
II!) . 
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The only thing I wanted to ask you is 
could you get in touch with them and push 
them as for to give me a working version 
of Photolite (they can have my non-working 
CD back). But maybe there is still hope 
for some of you - the Communicator III 
ia on its way. Aaargh! 
Buys Jo, Belgium 

Well, people - consider yourselves 
warned. If any other readers come 
across anything C032 related which 
they feel others have a right to know 
feel free to write in. We'll be more 
than happy to champion a 'clean up' 
campaign like the bastions of the 
Amiga world that we are! 

.. _. ongratulations on a great maga
zine, one which definitely fills a 
void in my reading matter. Also 

•
•• well done for supporting the 

best CD based console in the 
world. Keep it up. 

I am writing to you for a number of rea
sons. The first being about games for the 
CD32 and availability in Australia, and the 
big one; WHAT IS GOING ON WITH 
COMMODORE! 

To the first question, I read your maga
zine every release and take note as to the 
games you recommend. I have collected 
most of these and have found your ratings 
system to be SpOt on. What concerns me 
though is games like Skidmarks although 
being reviewed (and on your demo CD) 
are not available. At least in Australia. 
Could you clarify in your reviews what 
games are available and what ones are 
'pending'. 

It amazes me about the number of peo
ple who write in complaining about ports 
from other Amigas. Sure enough, it gets 
me down as well (not that I have any 
games for my other Amigas, using them 
for business only) but remember the 
mighty C64 and all those VIC-20 ports 
which flooded the market for the first six 
months. Now that our teething period is 
just about over, we are getting quality 
games (eg Util Divil and Banshee). Support 
the people who make quality games by 
buying them. If we support the publishers 
they will continue to support us with qual
ity games. 

Next question. What's going on with 
Commodore's buy oud Down in Australia 
we have been without a Commodore 
branch since March 1994 (and hasn't the 
Amiga community flourished since then!), 
If the wait goes on much longer everyone 

will have forgotten about the Amiga. If 
Alex Amour from CEI gets the nod then 
the life of the CD32 may be over. He does 
not think it can compete with the PSX and 
Saturn. Maybe he's right but I have found 
that the best technical specifications do 
not sell machines. Games and gameplay (at 
least in this market) do! If David Pleasance 
gets the nod, what are his ideas? What 
about an interview w ith both of them in 
relation to the CD32? It would be inter
esting. 

Please keep the magazine CD32 only. A 
little bit here and there about other 
Amigas is okay, but as we can purchase 
one of 50 magazines about Amigas, and 
only one in relation to the CD32, then 
don 't spoil the apple cart. Keep it up. Let's 
hope we're still CD32ing during 1995. 
Thanks for your time. 
Ken Woodward, New South Wales, 
Australia 

All the games we review are out in 
the shops normally, or will be within 
a few weeks or so from review in 
normal circumstances. Occasionally 
games are delayed, but if you're hav
ing constant problems, maybe your 
location is at the heart of the prob
lem. Try reputable mail-order shops 
if you're having real difficulties. 

As for Commodore, who knows? 
It's getting kind of tedious claiming 
that 'by the time this mag's out, the 
whole mess should be sorted'. These 
things unfortunately take lots of time 
since so much money's involved, and 
alleged details of the various plans 
that reach us on the grapevine are at 
best contradictory. All we can really 
hope for is that those who take over 
the company have the sense to see 
that the C032 could succeed with 
some effective marketing, advertis
ing and price-points. Fingers crossed, 
eh? 

Although we've toyed with the 
idea of introducing more A I 200 bits 
and pieces, the main emphasis will 
remain with the CO aspect. 

'm a Froggie, so don 't make 
fun of my English (Moi?
Mark). I recently discovered 
CD32 Gamer. Conclusion -
English people are lucky to 

have such a great magazine! In fact, I write 
to answer the anonymous reader in the 
mail section of issue 7, 

A few months ago I bought a 3DO. 

Now I can say that Amiga machines 
(A 1200, CD32 etc) are far superior, which 
is why I sold my 3DO and bought an 
A 1200, Overdrive CD-drive, hard disk and 
an accelerator card(MBX 1230). I was 
allowed to test a lot of 3 DO games, such 
as Wing Commander, Road Rash, Burning 
Rubber and Slayer and I've been very disap
~olnted. Now I'm an Amiga fan and I hope 
to be for a very long time (please, David 
Pleasance, help me!). 

In conclusion I would say that, in 
France. there's a lot of Amiga fanatics and 
we consider England as the Amigaland. So, 
you, the English Amiga CD32 users, 
please, keep your passion, because, with
out the English market, the Amiga is dead. 

God save the CD32 (and the Queen, 
although in second position). 
Mickaud Arnuud, Lyon, France 

Ah, you French, you have a strong 
sense of humour methinks! Divine 
intervention? Some would say that 
that's the only way that the 
Commodore mess would be sorted 
Qut, but I'm not so cynical. Nah, just 
a 'few million quid and a decision 
m~<ker, that's all we need. In fact, I'm 
up for the job if anyone has a few dol· 
lars spare. God knows, after my 
annual trip to Las Vegas, I certainly 
don't. It's not that I've got less 
money, just a bit more debt, that's 
alloo. 

I can't really comment on your 
views on the 300, although I've seen 
some other games which are slightly 
stronger and impressed this tired old 
hack. FIFA's pretty cool, as are some 
of the other EA games, although you 
have to wonder about Road Rash as a 
whole - how can a game which 
sounds like the after-effects of wear
ing the same underpants for a week 
be any good anyway? 
, Your sentiments are pretty close 
to the mark - while there is support 
for the machines in this country, 
there's always hope that the 
machine will make a remarkable 
comeback. Then again, I'm still hop
ing that the Arsenal will get their act 
together, Kevin Campbell will prove 
us all wrong and show that he can 
kick a ball anywhere but wide of goal 
and that Tony Adams will score a 
hat-trick in the Cup Winners Cup 
Final. May be one day I'll take a reali
ty check, but anything's possible, so 
long live the C032 and all that sail in 
her! 
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MORE SPECTACULAR SAVINGS ON GAMES 
LAMBORGHINI 
AMERICAN CHALLENGE £7.99 

SIMON THE SORCERER £29.99 
BANSHEE £24.99 
SUPER METHANE BROS. £19.99 
WEMBLEY INT. SOCCER £19.99 
BUBBLE & SQUEAK £24.99 
COMPETITION PRO JOYPAD £17.50 
SENSIBLE SOCCER £9.99 

AlfRED CHICKEN 
JAMES POND II 
ZooL 
NIGEL MANSELL 
DEEP CORE 
INTERNATIONAL KARATE+ 
CHUCK ROCK 
TROLLS 
SEVEN GATES OF JAMBALA 
FIREFORCE 

£9.99 
£9.99 
£9.99 
£9.99 
£9.99 
£9.99 
£9.99 
£9.99 
£9.99 
£9.99 

CASTLES 
BATTLE TOADS 
LEGEND OF SHAOLIN 
OVERKILL/LUNAR·C 

£9.99 
£9.99 
£9.99 
£9.99 

These brilliant discounts con ' , lost forever , as we 
endeavour to find even better deal s on the latest 
gomes to replace them, so order soon to ovoid disap
pointment, as stocks ore dwindling on all of these 
titles . SuperSavers guarantees satisfaction with brilliant 
offers, so make soFtWare buying easy on yourself, with 
Amigo CD32 Gamer. 
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order form 
Please Send me 0 No 2 £3.95* 0 No 3 £3.95* 0 No 4 LS.54* 0 No 5 £3.95* 

dis c only d isc onlv disc only 

o No 6 £3.95* 0 No 7 LS.54* o 7 Special £:I 0.54* 0 No 8 £6.54* 
disc only 

Name ............. . . ......................................... Signature .................................................... . 

Address 

Postcode ...................................... . .... Phone number ............................... . 
Method of payment please indicate your choice 
o CHEQUE I POSTAL ORDER 
Please make payable to Paragon Publishing Ltd 
o CREDIT CARD ............... Expiry date~ __ I __ 
Card number I 1 ___ _ 

Please retum this coupon or a photocopy of it (together with your cheque I PO if applicable 
made payable to Paragon Publishing Ltd) in an envelope addressed to: AMIGA CD32 BA.CK 
ISSUES, Paragon Publishing ltd. FREEPOST (BH 1255). BOURNEMOVTH, BH I I BR. 
tt won't cost you a penny In stamps if posted in the UK Or call our credit card hothne on 
({) 0202 780578 or fax us with your details on 0202299955 . 
• Please note prices include cover CDs plus 5Sp packing & posting. 
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